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On Resurrection Sunday, April 1930, Bishop J. A. Koehler of the Reor-
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints attended a priesthood
prayer meeting at the Stone Church RLDS congregation in Independence,
Missouri.2 After a week of solemn and joyful conference services remem-
bering the past century of the denomination’s history, men from across
the world sat seeking the Lord’s further direction before Easter services.
Koehler rose to his feet and dramatically declared a vision he had been
given. “I saw Jesus,” proclaimed Koehler. “Not Jesus the man, but Jesus the
Way, the Truth, and the Life, crucified on a cross of gold.”3 Using language
from Social Gospel Christianity, Koehler continued that he had seen Jesus
“lying in a tomb of acquisitive institutions,” bound by grave cloths of
“exploitive customs,” and sealed in a tomb by “the stone of ignorance and
selfishness” under a new imperial authority—capitalistic “private interest.”
In his dream, dejected Saints wept for their dead Lord. It seemed that
greed and capitalism had won the day.

Yet out of grief and despair, Koehler envisioned a “great commo-
tion” that woke the dead Lord from the grave. Representing the “Angel of
God,” RLDS priesthood members rolled the rock away from the entrance
to the tomb. As Jesus came forth from the tomb, Koehler saw not a physi-
cal body, but an incarnational Lord—a Social Gospel Lord—found in the
“institutions of mutual helpfulness, and clothed with Divine understand-
ing.”4 Through these institutions, Koehler believed that he saw the resur-
rection of Christ. Koehler’s incarnational Lord became “the word made
flesh in the city of Zion,” meaning RLDS cooperative organizations and
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education. According to Koehler, Zion—the RLDS model community
that embodied Christ—would become an ensign to the world; the “eyes of
the nations” would be fixed upon the Saints’ community. Triumphantly,
Koehler proclaimed that the embodiment of Christ in Zion provided the
rest of the world with true, authentic life. “He is risen!” declared the na-
tions, “And because He lives, WE TOO shall live!”5

In his Easter morning vision, Bishop Koehler embodied his faith
movement’s contradictions and hopes in modernity. Reorganized Latter
Day Saints were in the process of modernizing their denomination, mov-
ing slowly toward a “sect to denomination” transformation.6 Church lead-
ers like Bishop Koehler freely drew on Social Gospel theologians and pro-
gressive social thought in articulating the quite sectarian vision for the
kingdom of God that RLDS members believed would be built as a physi-
cal community in Jackson County, Missouri.7 As the culmination of sev-
eral years of planning by Church members and hierarchy like Bishop
Koehler, specially chosen RLDS “stewards” established a small commu-
nity at Atherton, Missouri, in an effort to bring forth this kingdom on
earth.8 As Koehler’s vision indicated, early twentieth-century RLDS mem-
bers equated their actions with God’s actions. Without their effort, God’s
kingdom could not be established on earth. Confident of their ability to
perfect their bodies and live in perfect harmony, RLDS members es-
poused an optimistic community praxis that they believed could resurrect
humanity itself. They could not foresee the emotional, financial, and
physical losses that they would endure during the Great Depression. For
some, such losses would lead to a broader, spiritualized reinterpretation of
Zion while others would emphasize the apocalyptic aspects of the king-
dom over its socialistic economic vision. In a real sense, the RLDS com-
munity faced the problem of “when prophecy fails” during the crisis of
modernity itself—a crisis that had long-term consequences on the move-
ment.

In the past fifty years, sociologists of religion have explored how in-
dividual religious groups respond to failed prophecy. In a now-founda-
tional 1956 study, When Prophecy Fails, Leon Festinger, Henry Riecken,
and Stanley Schacter argued that groups often emerge from failed proph-
ecy more committed to their beliefs than before, strengthened by the pro-
cess of negotiating “cognitive dissonance,” a term they originated.9

Festinger, Riecken, and Schacter also claimed that groups would evange-
lize after failed prophecy, rather than disintegrate. In 1985, J. Gordon
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Melton challenged some of Festinger, Riecken, and Schacter’s conclu-
sions but significantly nuanced their framework. He demonstrated that
groups often spiritualize a failed prophecy and/or reaffirm the faith’s ba-
sic beliefs and commitments in the wake of failed prediction. In addition,
Melton cogently proclaimed that, while outsiders may classify a group
solely on the basis of a single predictive event, most millennialist groups
are “set within a complex system of beliefs and interpersonal relation-
ships” of which the “failed prophecy” is only one element.10 In this way,
groups with a more complex cosmology generally emerge even stronger
from a failed-prophecy episode since the failure “provides a test for the sys-
tem and for the personal ties previously built within the group.” In sum,
“times of testing tend to strengthen, not destroy a group.”11 Melton con-
cludes that failed prophecy may in fact reinforce group cohesion, but for
different reasons than those Festinger, Riecken, and Schacter asserted.

Despite Melton’s astute observation that adaptation to failed proph-
ecy springs out of a much broader context than a single isolated aspect of a
group’s life, most scholars of this issue have failed to give historical context
an important place in their theoretical musings.12 The result is decontext-
ualized sociological models with assumed applicability regardless of
whether the failed-prophecy event happened in the nineteenth century,
the late twentieth century, or even the first century.13 In an attempt to
generalize their theories for widest applicability, most authors have failed
to observe how the larger culture of nineteenth- or twentieth-century
America (where most studies are situated) has helped to generate plausi-
bility structures for expecting prophetic fulfillment. Additionally, scholars
have not addressed how larger cultural movements directly impacted the
way individuals have adapted to failed prophecy. In other words, sociolo-
gists of religion have largely failed to historicize their own models, giving
them an “otherworldly” status much like the “failed prophecies” that such
sociological theories describe. In this article, I analyze how RLDS people
responded to “failed prophecy” in both the localized context of their
specific faith and in the general context of America during modernity.

While present-day observers may see the Saints’ community-build-
ing dreams as hopelessly utopian and naive, such beliefs were anything
but strange for the 1930s. Individuals of varied persuasions experimented
in communal living and massive collectivized programs throughout the
decade. In Canada, ordinary Catholics experimented with the Antigon-
ish movement.14 Radical Catholic (and ex-communist) Dorothy Day
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founded the communally based Catholic Worker movement.15 Eastern
European Jewish immigrants founded the Sunrise Colony near Saginaw,
Michigan, while urban New Jersey Jewish garment workers started the Jer-
sey Homesteads, a “triple cooperative community” that combined “agri-
cultural, industrial, and retail cooperatives” in one community.16 Jersey
Homesteads was one of ninety-nine “New Deal New Towns” that collec-
tively received $109 million of federal assistance from various New Deal
agencies.17 Even the arch-critic of utopian ventures, Reinhold Niebuhr,
served on the board of directors of a several-thousand-acre interracial
farming cooperative in the Deep South.18 On the international stage, So-
viet premier Josef Stalin pushed for massive collectivized farms as the
world watched the progress through propagandistic newsreel footage.19

RLDS members stood with these disparate others in their dreams of
building collectivized communities that would solve world problems and
usher in a reign of peace.

The RLDS vision for collectivized utopian communities found ex-
pression in the symbol of Zion, which members equated with the king-
dom of God on earth. Early twentieth-century RLDS beliefs about Zion
were a syncretic amalgamation of nineteenth-century Latter Day Saint
millenarian thought, Protestant Social Gospel ideals, and “Muscular
Christianity.”20 Always more open to Protestant theology than their LDS
cousins, early twentieth-century RLDS leaders liberally borrowed from
thinkers as diverse as the Social Gospel theologian Walter Rauschen-
busch,21 pragmatist philosopher John Dewey,22radical theologian Harry
Ward,23 sociologist and theologian Charles Elwood,24 the progressive, ec-
umenical Anglican bishop and future Archbishop of Canterbury, Wil-
liam Temple,25 and the eminent American psychologist and advocate of
“Muscular Christianity,” G. Stanley Hall.26 To build Zion, RLDS leaders
urged their people to become acquainted with such diverse, challenging
thinkers.

Paradoxically, RLDS leaders and laity juxtaposed the use of such lib-
eral leaders with the rather conservative sectarian conviction that the
then-100,000-member RLDS Church was “the one true Church” and the
true heir of Joseph Smith Jr.’s restoration movement. Like their nine-
teenth-century ancestors, many members felt millennial urgency to build
the kingdom on earth through cooperative colonies.27 Similarly, Reorga-
nized Latter Day Saints taught a doctrine of “gathering” to build up this
kingdom. Following Joseph Smith Jr.’s revelations from the 1830s, they
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believed that the New Jerusalem was to have literal physical place in Inde-
pendence. In accordance with Smith’s nineteenth-century revelations,
the RLDS hierarchy relocated Church headquarters to Independence in
1920. Joseph Smith Jr.’s radical egalitarianism also found a place in the
RLDS kingdom. In Zion, “every man who has need may be amply sup-
plied and receive according to his wants,” revealed the first Mormon
Prophet (D&C 42:9b; LDS D&C 42:33). The early twentieth-century
RLDS Prophet Frederick Madison Smith liked to sum up the thought of
his grandfather, Joseph Smith Jr., with the phrase, “from every man ac-
cording to his capacity; to every man according to his needs.” Of course,
he borrowed this felicitous phrase directly from Karl Marx.28

While Joseph Smith, John Dewey, and Karl Marx might seem like
strange bedfellows to outsiders, RLDS leaders saw no contradiction in
their religious syncretism. “The glory of God is intelligence,” Joseph
Smith Jr. had declared in a “thus saith the Lord” revelation—and RLDS
members believed it, albeit with new, modern minds (D&C 90:6a; LDS
93:36). Historian Mario S. De Pillis argues that this Mormon scriptural
passage—“the glory of God is intelligence”—meant “primarily education in
millennial doctrine and personal holiness” to early Mormons. Yet “as the
Saints accommodated to the secular world, intelligence came to mean the
cultivation of the mind.”29 Early twentieth-century Reorganized Latter
Day Saints wholeheartedly pursued such cultivation. Like their LDS cous-
ins, RLDS members pursued paths toward establishing higher educa-
tional institutions and advanced degrees from America’s best institu-
tions.30

“One’s knowledge of Zion,” wrote Prophet F. M. Smith, “would be
enhanced by knowing as much as possible of the humanities in scientific
study: anthropology, to know man as a biological individual; ethnology, to
know him as one of a group; psychology, to know his mental traits; sociol-
ogy, to know the fruitage of social instincts. All this should widen the
scope of his knowledge of the Zionic goals.”31 He took his own counsel to
heart, earning an M.A. in sociology in 1911 and a Ph.D. in psychology in
1916.32 Early twentieth-century RLDS members longed for learning and a
chance to practice “applied Christianity” advocated by both prophets and
liberal Protestant Social Gospel leaders. Armed with a strangely sectarian
and proto-ecumenical ideology, RLDS members embraced their per-
ceived duty and destiny to establish communities of cooperation that
would usher in the kingdom of God.
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By 1929, RLDS members had established a number of “stewardship
associations” whose ends were to establish cooperative communities.33 In
tandem with this movement, Church leaders authorized a complicated
application process through which members could apply to be part of the
envisioned stewardship communities. Church leaders hoped to find the
best qualified members to populate these “Zionic” communities—quali-
fied in every sense from their spiritual fitness to their educational levels
and their physical capacities for work. In less than a year, more than a
thousand members applied. On the pages of their application forms,
would-be stewards explained their ardent desire to live within the commu-
nities that could possibly initiate the kingdom of God. Church authori-
ties, including Prophet F. M. Smith, carefully screened the applications.
In at least one instance, Smith intervened to the point of carrying on an
extended correspondence with one applicant’s pastor over the potential
steward’s attempts to abandon tobacco. Clearly, Church authorities felt
that such an intense level of scrutiny for would-be stewards could aid the
success of the envisioned communities. As Church publications broad-
cast the call for stewards to gather to these envisioned Zionic communi-
ties, members felt a heightened sense of urgency.34 Such urgency gener-
ated by leaders and laity alike helped inflate expectations beyond what
could be realized later.

Still, four such communal entities were formed between 1926 and
1931: in Atherton, Missouri; Onset, Massachusetts;35 Detroit, Michi-
gan;36 and Taney County, Missouri.37 Atherton, the oldest, was the culmi-
nation of several years of planning by RLDS officials and laity. In 1926,
RLDS Church leaders had bought almost 2,500 acres of land in the Ath-
erton flood plain along the Missouri River, northeast of Independence.38

By 1930, as many as nineteen families occupied small houses in the
start-up community. They built a church, farmed, and began a poultry
hatchery which, for a time, brought in a profit for the community that was
equally divided among all stewards.

Unfortunately for the stewards who occupied the small start-up
communities, larger national and denominational disasters swamped the
experiments.39 In early 1931, the RLDS hierarchy realized that the
Church faced a serious financial crisis. With the construction of its Audi-
torium, a gigantic copper-domed headquarters conference center in Inde-
pendence, the RLDS Church had accumulated a debt of $1,876,000.40 To
preserve the Church’s financial solvency, leaders had to take drastic mea-
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sures. In desperation, F. M. Smith visited the struggling stewardship com-
munity at Atherton and informed the stewards of a planned mortgage of
the Church-owned land to help in a Church-wide financial retrenchment
program. “Well, President Smith, do you know what this means to this
project?” asked a steward. “Well, hum, it means the game is up. Well,
we’re sorry, but the church is in a tight spot and we just have to do it,” was
the answer.41 By this point, Atherton stewards had already become seri-
ously divided over issues of leadership and control in the community.
With Smith’s announcement of the land’s mortgage, the formal steward-
ship community broke apart. Several stewards remained on the Atherton
land and, as individuals, rented from the Church while the RLDS Presid-
ing Bishopric sold several cooperative enterprises and parcels of land to
outside buyers, some of whom were not RLDS members.42

Despite their hopes of building a religious utopia in the 1930s,
RLDS members found themselves in mixed company, as utopian social-
ists, classical liberals who had invested in the stock market, European
communists, and fascists all saw their idealistic projects crumble in the
1930s and 1940s.43 Predictably, RLDS members cited many reasons for
the failure. “The land was never free from debt,” Bishop Koehler told an
interviewer.44 “There had been unwise use of spiritual gifts in the past,”
asserted Atherton Pastor Amos E. Allen, who explained that D. R.
Hughes, one of the stewards, had been told in prophecy that he would be-
come a bishop. As a result, Allen believed, Hughes had difficulty cooper-
ating with Church authorities.45 Frank E. Ford, one of the stewards, felt
that the community had failed due to lack of prophetic insight by those
who called the stewards to their tasks. According to another steward, O.
C. Hughes, “The causes of the discontinuance were all of a spiritual and
intangible nature and . . . none of them were due to financial difficul-
ties.”46

In contrast, other stewards felt that the community had relied too
much on divine intervention. Steward Roy Young stated that “the same at-
titude was taken by some of these men that was taken in connection with
other farm problems, being superficially that they should pray over their
problems and that the Lord would rebuke the disease from their flocks
the same as he would rebuke the disease from people on administration,
and that the Lord would lead them in various endeavors.”47 As Young and
the other stewards found by hard experience, dead chickens did not re-
ceive immediate resurrection. Young concluded that the Atherton com-
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munity had been “too narrow, too selfish, too clannish, and not inclined
to look upon the entire needs of the community.”48 It is not difficult to
sense disillusionment, even bitterness, on the part of these stewards as
their community project ended.

As noted before, Festinger, Riecken, and Schacter and subsequent
scholars of failed prophecy predict that when a prophecy fails, “the indi-
vidual will frequently emerge, not only unshaken but even more con-
vinced of the truth of his beliefs than ever before.”49 While Atherton
stewards were shaken by their failed experience, each found ways to reaf-
firm his faith in the “cause of Zion.” “Brother Edgerton said that he was
not discouraged with the attempt to build stewardships,” noted Earl
Higdon, bishop of Far West Stake, in a report compiled for RLDS leaders
in 1940. “He hoped that the time would come when the general church
would study and present a program which it could sanction.”50 Higdon
also reported that steward Roy Young “ha[d] not lost faith in the steward-
ship idea and believes that some day men and women of the church shall
have arrived at the point of broadmindedness and tolerance when they
can work together in the establishment of a stewardship community.”51

Despite the disappointment of former stewards, to a man they felt that the
stewardship system could succeed in the future. They took the position
that Atherton had been a learning experience for the Church upon which
others could build.

Given the context of their time, the stewards at Atherton acted in ra-
tional, even culturally understandable ways, motivated by hopes shared by
others in the larger society. In the period after the community’s failure,
members unanimously reaffirmed their faith in the RLDS Church or at
least in its ideals. Despite personal bitterness at individual Church lead-
ers, all stewards reaffirmed their commitment to the “gospel plan of
stewardships.” Members of the RLDS Church in general were very disap-
pointed by the failure of the Atherton community, but their faith was also
connected to a broader “habitus” of spiritual geography. Zionic beliefs
were interwoven through a complicated cosmology rooted in Old and
New Testament symbols and reinterpreted by modern RLDS revelations
pronounced by Church prophets from Joseph Smith Jr. to their present
prophet. While the future coming of Zion provided many with a reason
for being, RLDS members also tied in social services, a deep sense of call-
ing, interpersonal bonds, sacred communal rituals, and evangelism as
part of their purposes as a people.
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In the years that followed the dissolution of the Atherton experi-
ment, RLDS leaders continued to preach the doctrine of Zion, but they
never again risked Church tithes on new communities. Instead, individ-
ual members attempted grassroots Zionic experiments that ranged from
small-loan organizations to cooperative grocery stores and a small commu-
nity where members lived together but did not produce anything.52 Zion
gained middle-class respectability just as those who proclaimed its mes-
sage entered the ranks of middle-class Americans. In a sense, Zion became
less a utopia of production than a utopia built around consumption, mir-
roring a larger shift in Western perceptions of perfected future communi-
ties in the second half of the twentieth century.53

By the 1960s, RLDS members who sought Zion had to contend with
a new geographical feature in their Church—the clear emergence of a
deepening chasm between fundamentalist and modernist factions. While
fundamentalist/modernist debates simmered below the surface of ecclesi-
astical conflicts in the 1920s, RLDS members held these two worldviews
in tension. Yet by the late 1960s, individuals in the RLDS Church had be-
gun to identify themselves as liberals or fundamentalists. Elsewhere, I
have argued that this fundamentalist/liberal split was due in part to the
difficult American transformation from what sociologist Robert Wuth-
now calls “dwelling” spirituality to “seeker” spirituality.54 This move was
due in part to the larger societal reorganizations in the United States fol-
lowing World War II that caused Americans to “negotiate and live with
confusion.” In addition, he argues, people of other faiths were “forced to
interact with each other, band together . . . to compromise, and to bargain
with other religious groups to get what they want[ed].”55 RLDS members,
not immune to their environment, were caught in these larger cultural dy-
namics that helped to generate two different ways of being in their
Church. Yet on the localized level, the RLDS collective reckoning with
“failed prophecy” also helped generate the fundamentalist-liberal chasm.

While the first generation of RLDS hierarchy never repudiated its
commitment to a combined sectarian and Progressive model for Zion, the
second generation of RLDS Progressives dropped the sectarian trappings
of Zion for an ecumenical model of the kingdom drawn from modernist
theology that affirmed “broad responsibility over society” instead of over
one centralized geographical area.56 Zion in this new conceptualization
was to be a leaven in the world rather than a lighthouse.57 Several promi-
nent RLDS leaders now even openly admitted that the goal of building a
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utopian city was impossible for humans to achieve.58 To compensate for
this bold admission, Progressives emphasized a realized eschatology that
affirmed that Zion was “already” and still “not yet”—a process rather than
a goal.59 Still, Church progressives emphasized the need to make Zion
present through social justice advocacy and “participatory human devel-
opment projects” in all the world.60 Progressives, then, spiritualized the
millennialist Zion while still affirming a commitment to concrete social
justice issues attached to the Social Gospel Zion.61

In contrast, fundamentalists reinterpreted Zion in a way that denied
the need for any reinterpretation. Church members simply needed to fol-
low God’s eternal word and the kingdom would come, so they claimed.
After the collapse of the Atherton community effort by 1931, many for-
mer stewards became resentful of hierarchical control by educated “ex-
perts” like J. A. Koehler and Frederick Madison Smith. This resentment
presaged a revolt against ecclesiastical “experts” by the next generation of
Atherton residents who had grown up at Atherton and who heard much
rhetoric about their role as the forthcoming seed of the kingdom. Perhaps
predictably in the age of Cold War containment (the 1950s to the early
1970s), the children of Atherton stewards lost much of their parents’
Christian socialism but retained their fundamentalist eschatological
hopes for the future—which, for some, included the fiery destruction of
America in the last days as Zion emerged from the ashes.62 Some of these
children who stayed in Atherton eventually revolted against attempts by
the RLDS hierarchy to force their stake63 to ordain women in the 1980s,
sued for the ownership of the Atherton church built by the stewards, and
won ownership of the building.64 At the time of this essay’s publication,
the Atherton Restoration Branch is an independent congregation of
more than 300 members who are affiliated with the quasi-fundamentalist
Restoration Branches movement drawn from dissident RLDS mem-
bers.65 These fundamentalists, then, adapted to failed prophecy by
reaffirming their basic faith commitments even while they waged war with
their liberal counterparts over the geography of the body of Zion.

In sum, the failure to build Zion in the 1930s was not simply an is-
sue worked out by one generation of believers but a problem that individ-
uals confronted across generational lines. Additionally, RLDS members
struggled with this problem within the context of complex changes in
American society across forty years. RLDS members confronted new spiri-
tual languages, new cultural chasms, and new conceptions of the “good
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society.” For each rising generation, part of Zion died; yet, RLDS faithful
resurrected the corpse in divergent reinterpretations of their collective
failed prophecy that, in turn, preserved the integrity of their spiritual
cosmos in a changing world.

As contemporary members of the Community of Christ (the former
RLDS Church) and Restorationists gathered on Resurrection Sunday,
2007, they did so with very similar ceremonies, but with greatly divergent
meanings. Men and women in the Community of Christ served the com-
munion to all baptized Christians in their midst, regardless of denomina-
tion, while male Restorationists, like those at Atherton, served the Lord’s
Supper only to members baptized by male, non-liberal RLDS/Rest-
orationist priesthood. The disparity in these approaches was more than a
simple difference in theology. Instead, these ceremonies manifested dispa-
rate embodiments of the RLDS Zion found in the memory of two once-re-
lated communities. Bishop Koehler’s predictive vision of a dead and res-
urrected Jesus remained partly present in both churches as they embraced
differing eschatological hopes for a coming future.

Notes

1. Portions of this text are revised and expanded from my thesis, AThe
Body of Zion: Community, Human Bodies, and Eschatological Futures
among the Reorganized Latter Day Saints, 1908–1934@ (M.A. thesis, Univer-
sity of Missouri-Kansas City, 2004). I would like to thank the following indi-
viduals who read earlier versions of this essay: Gary Ebersole and Andrew
Bergerson, both from the Department of History, the University of Mis-
souri-Kansas City; Ralph Keen of the Department of Religious Studies, the
University of Iowa; Roger D. Launius of the National Air and Space Mu-
seum; Mary Sawyer, the Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies,
Iowa State University, and Dialogue=s anonymous reviewers.

2. In April 2001, the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints officially became the Community of Christ. Unless otherwise noted,
this essay retains the historic nomenclature. Koehler was the bishop of
Holden Stake, a largely rural stake near Independence that included the
Atherton stewardship community described in the text. In the early twenti-
eth-century RLDS Church, bishops served as stake stewardship officers; pas-
tors (or presiding elders) were in charge of congregations, and specially
set-apart high priests served as stake presidents.

3. J. A. Koehler, AI Saw Jesus,@ photocopy, Joseph Luff Collection in
Karl Anderson=s personal library, Independence. My thanks to Anderson for
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making this resource available. Koehler=s Across of gold@ reference appropri-
ated William Jennings Bryan=s famous phrase; however, Koehler apparently
referred to a cross of greed that crucified humanity rather than the gold stan-
dard.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.

6. See H. Richard Niebuhr, The Social Sources of Denominationalism (New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1929). For historical overviews of the RLDS
Church, see Richard P. Howard, The Church through the Years, Vol. 1, RLDS Be-

ginnings to 1860 (Independence, Mo.: Herald Publishing House, 1993) and
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1860B1992 (Independence, Mo.: Herald Publishing House, 1993); and Paul
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sus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Independence, Mo.: Herald Publishing House,
1991).

7. Perhaps the best example of this tendency in RLDS thought is J. A.
Koehler, Problems of Industrial Zion (Independence, Mo.: Herald Publishing
House, 1927), with a foreword by RLDS Prophet Frederick Madison Smith.
Historian Larry Hunt, F. M. Smith: Saint as Reformer (Independence, Mo.:
Herald Publishing House, 1982), 387, attempts to classify Smith as part of po-
litical Amugwumpery@ in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries or
as Apart of the more conservative, traditional side of the larger, many-faceted
movement known as progressivism.@ While Hunt=s work is invaluable and his
definition has a certain methodological utility, he largely ignores the broader
context of the Social Gospel movement and the RLDS appropriation of So-
cial Gospel theology. Since Hunt=s study appeared in 1982, historians of the
Social Gospel movement have demonstrated that the movement=s adherents
ranged along the spectrum of beliefs from the far left to the far right. For in-
stance, Ralph Luker, The Social Gospel in Black and White: American Racial Re-

form, 1885B1912 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1991), 6,
argues that the Social Gospel movement itself was less a radical movement
than Aan extension of the antebellum home missions and social reform move-
ments.@ Luker further asserts that the Social Gospel movement was a largely
socially conservative movement reacting to disruptive social changes in Amer-
ican communities. Frederick Madison Smith, then, stood within the main-
stream of these somewhat conservative Christian reformers. In addition,
while Hunt sees the RLDS movement as out of step with American culture,
the Social Gospel movement continued well into the 1940s. See Paul T.
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(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996).

8. In the commemorative Centennial Yearbook sold at the 1930 RLDS
General Conference, RLDS editors placed a two-page article with glossy pho-
tographs of the Atherton community in the very center of the book. Centen-
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11. Ibid.

12. Stone=s anthology brings together some of the best work on Afailed
prophecy@ in the last fifty years. With the exception of Melton and Lawrence
Foster (whose essay on Millerites and Shakers addresses theory only indi-
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cal Eschatology in Light of the Passed Millennium,@ Nova Religio: The Journal

of Alternative and Emergent Religions 7, no. 2 (2003): 71B85. In an essay that ap-
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Passes Unnoticed: New Perspectives on Failed Prophecy,@ Journal for the Scien-
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